Winter Plants
Winter 2024 • LA 327 • 4 credits
Arica Duhrkoop-Galas
Tue & Thur 2:00-4:50 pm

• Learn about the diversity and wonder of Oregon’s native and non-native evergreen trees and shrubs, from the coast to the mountains and from the forest to the city

• Explore, read about and discuss topics including tree identification, maintenance practices, ecological roles, and social issues

• Spend time outdoors each week, enjoy wintertime for all it has to offer and experience the wide world of plants

• An active and fun elective for outdoor-oriented students who want to better understand their local surroundings

• No pre-requisites; designed for non-majors but also builds well on LA326

• Be able to go anywhere in western Oregon - identify most of the conifers and understand how those trees function in that environment and shape outdoor space

• Grades are based on reading discussion participation, sketch & field journals, term project, and ID tests

CRN 26262, aricad@uoregon.edu